Computerized systems with voice user interfaces could save time and ease the work of healthcare practitioners. To achieve this goal voice user interface should be reliable (to recognize the commands with high enough accuracy) and properly designed (to be convenient for the user). The paper deals with hybrid approach implementation issues for the voice commands recognition. By the hybrid approach we assume the combination of several different recognition methods to achieve higher recognition accuracy. The experimental results show that most voice commands are recognized good enough but there is some set of voice commands which recognition is more complicated. In this paper the novel method is proposed for the combination of several recognition methods based on the Ripper algorithm. Experimental evaluation showed that this method allows achieve higher recognition accuracy than application of blind combination rule.
Introduction
As had been shown in many sources and applications that voice user interfaces and speech processing technology in general are of enormous benefit for the people working in the healthcare industry. The main rationale for the application of voice processing technologies and voice based interfaces in the healthcare industry is the desire to save the time of highly qualified medical personnel which is routinely spent on operations of documentation as well as the desire to speed up and to ease the information search and presentation. In this way, time spent on documentation and other trivial tasks could be allocated for the tasks requiring higher qualification. There exists also many other ways and motivations for implementation of voice user interfaces into the practice of healthcare institutions. Among them we could mention the possibility to ask and to receive necessary information by voice (this often could be performed faster than in more usual keyboard based interface) or the possibility to use information system with a wide range of modern devices (especially tablet PCs or other mobile devices). It should be noted that if the speech recognition is combined with modern means of communication (computer, internet and telephony), entirely new possibilities to perform medical documentation anytime and anywhere may occur [1] and new types of medical services could be applied. From the voice user interface developer perspective all these speech recognition using applications could be classified into two big classes. One class is the applications using continuous speech as the basic input while the second class uses voice commands (often even quite long phrases composed from several words or even sentences) as the basic input mode. The first class of applications is more flexible and often provides the user with the higher degree of freedom when pronouncing the utterances fed to the speech engine. The second class of applications requires that the user will utter the phrase from a predefined list of possible phrases (usually called commands) in a strict and predefined way. This doesn't mean that some command should be pronounced in a single way since single command may have several predefined ways of pronunciation but in any case exists only some limited set of such pronunciations. Despite it seems that the second class of voice user interfaces is inconvenient in practice but many valuable and practically useful applications could be designed using such approach. This is based on the fact that in many applications only limited professional vocabulary is necessary. At the same time second class of applications usually possesses higher recognition accuracy and robustness to speaker and environmental variability. From the user point of view the higher recognition accuracy in more important factor than the higher degree of pronunciation development in most of the situations. Since we are convinced that it is still to early develop reliable and practically useful Lithuanian continuous speech recognition system (with high enough recognition accuracy) we concentrated our efforts to develop the prototype Lithuanian speech recognition system for healthcare practitioners using voice commands recognition principle which should be useful for the practitioners in the field [2].
The main research problem is to find the ways to ensure high enough recognition accuracy. In this paper we will deal with the problems implementing hybrid voice user interface design approach. By the term hybrid approach we understand the incorporation of several different recognition algorithms or methods. The basic idea behind the hybrid approach is that different recognition methods are able to extract and to process different kinds of information present in the acoustic signal and if they are used together this could lead to the overall increase of recognition accuracy and robustness. It should be noted that in many of the current state-of-the-art speech recognition systems hybrid recognition principles are implemented in one or another way (e.g. some speech recognizers works using MFCC features while others works in parallel using PLP features, or several HMM based recognizers are used with different training and most likely acoustic states search strategies implemented, etc.) [3], [4], [5] . In the case of Lithuanian voice command recognition hybrid approach is important also because it may potentially enable to use foreign language trained speech recognition engine adapted to recognize Lithuanian commands with the proprietary Lithuanian speech recognizer. Foreign language recognizer should allow
